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How will the factoring business develop in the future? What will possibly 

be decisive for success? At the efcom Symposium 2021 we looked at 

various aspects. Find our presentation abstracts and respective links to 

the live presentations.

The Future of factoring: 

challenges and opportunities

efcom Factoring Symposium 2021

The factoring industry depends primarily on a 

region's economical, legal and technological 

condition resulting in corresponding oppor-

tunities for growth and development.

The question is thus, where will the overall 

industry journey lead? How should the use of 

new technologies be assessed in this respect? 

Various experts gave us the answers at the 

efcom Symposium 2021. In addition, our re-

sponsible colleagues report on how we our-

selves have renewed and optimised our 

products.

We hereby present an overview of the con-

tents. On this paper you will find the overviews 

of the lectures and one expert dialogue from 

past October 7th, 2021, along with their respec-

tive YouTube links.

efcom symposia are meant to be "think outside 

of the box – discover new paths for yourself" 

events. We are sure you will find yours.

Yours,

efcom



Due to the pandemic, there was a 6.5% decline 

in global industry volume in 2020. This even ex-

ceeds the value recorded in 2009 by a factor of 

five (approx. EUR 200 billion) and is a minus 

record within the FCI records of the past 40 

years. Nevertheless, factoring has seen a rapid 

upswing globally over the past 20 years: the to-

tal factoring volume in 2020 was around 3.4 

trillion US dollars.

What can be said about the emerging opportu-

nities and challenges? In 2020, there was a sig-

nificant decline in productivity worldwide. How

ever, in 2021, a recovery can already be seen in 

the factoring markets, especially in developed 

markets such as Europe, the USA, Russia, South 

Africa or China. This is, in particular, due to the 

stimulating measures taken by governments.

There is a great danger for the entire factoring 

industry due to the emergence of so-called 

"zombie companies". These have been able to 

survive, among other things, with the help of 

COVID-19-related protective measures on the 

part of governments, but they present blatant 

risks. 

Opportunities arise from increasing invest-

ments in the new business sector and in new 

technologies. Analogous to the developments 

after the crisis in 2008/2009, there will proba-

bly also be significant growth after the COVID 

19 crisis. But: One has to keep an eye on the 

also increasing risks and concentrate on sus-

tainable risk profiles as well as the core prod-

ucts, furthermore, ensure adequate risk hedg-

ing and invest in reliable technology providers 

for this purpose. The motto here is clearly "back 

to basics".

For more information:

www.fci.nl

1. Peter Mulroy (FCI): Factoring, a global success story

Peter Mulroy´s

lecture as video
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https://youtu.be/0EtLPJdAZp4
https://youtu.be/0EtLPJdAZp4


Factoring has experienced an enormous up-

swing in the Asian region over the past 10 

years. China is one of the big players here. An 

important role is played by the big tech compa-

nies, which are very innovative, pick up on the 

latest trends and implement them very quickly. 

Alibaba, Jing Dong and Tencent are examples of 

this development. 

Amongst others, these platforms offer various 

payment options and financing at the touch of 

a button. Even for normal purchases, people 

hardly ever pay in cash. Innovation is very fast, 

users are skipping phases and using state-of-

the-art technologies such as mobile payment. 

In addition to Singapore and Japan, South Korea 

and China have now also caught up. And there 

are emerging countries like India, Bangladesh, 

Vietnam, which are making considerable 

progress. 

In general, as a local bank with a large portfolio 

of offerings, you have to move on or you will 

get stuck. In addition, the tech giants are also 

increasingly entering the factoring sector, as 

they have data that the classic banks do not 

have: Payment flows, purchasing behaviour, etc. 

Non-banks are usually focused on SMEs. They

have to deal with increasing requirements, for 

example in the area of compliance or risk con-

trol. How can they still keep up with the big 

players? Through flexibility and innovative per-

formance, non-banks and FinTechs occupy un-

tapped market segments. In this respect, the 

Asian region will remain a dynamic technologi-

cal hotspot. East and West may learn from each 

other and FCI continues to foster the industry.

For more information:

www.fci.nl

www.efcom.de/en

2. F. Avellán Borgmeyer, T. Lui (FCI): Factoring in Asia

Federico Avellán Borgmeyer´s and 

Thompson Lui´s expert dialogue as video
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http://www.fci.nl/
https://youtu.be/D2JZQMEOR0M


As part of the continuous optimisation of our

efOnline application, we have rewritten the en-

tire front end in the past in order to be able to 

use the latest web technologies. Another im-

portant aspect was that the entire application 

should be mobile-compatible. The goal was to 

be able to access the data from anywhere.  

The efOnline dashboard is completely customis-

able. In addition, users can initiate processes 

themselves, which further reduces the work-

load of the factor's staff. The customer receives 

full transparency of their data and the pro-

cesses. Furthermore, efOnline is a white-label 

solution. This means that it can be adapted ac-

cording to the respective corporate design. Our 

long-term goal is to move more and more func-

tions from ef3 to efOnline in order to make 

work easier and more comfortable. Stay tuned!

A lot of the ef3 improvements have revolved 

around automation. Here we were able to re-

design or add to numerous processes in such a 

way that they meet the requirements in prac-

tice even more. Also worth mentioning are en-

hancements in the area of access competences, 

assigned rights or interfaces. 

We have also changed the menu structure, 

which is now much leaner than before. In addi-

tion, more search dialogues, for example, have 

been added to ef3. All in all, transparency and 

performance have been improved in many 

areas - and this will continue in the future.

For more information:

www.efcom.de/en

3. Oliver Rölle, Michael Petrovic (efcom): Highlights in 2020
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There is an increasing trend of cross-border in-

volvement. One of the reasons: For some years 

now, there have been very low conditions in 

factoring, low margins and thus lower prof-

itability. 

What makes cross-border so difficult: Among 

other things, there are different regulatory 

regimes with regard to the required supervi-

sion. In addition, there are country-specific dif-

ferences regarding the effectiveness of an as-

signment of receivables.

Those who nevertheless want to expand their 

business abroad on their own initiative must 

pay attention to the following points: Inquire 

about one's own authorisation status as well 

as review and adapt one's own factoring con-

tracts with regard to the applicable laws in the 

respective country. Here it is advisable, for ex-

ample, to agree on the assignment statute ac-

cording to the native country law so that one 

does not have to comply with a law that may be 

unknown. 

Alternatively, existing international platforms 

can be used for foreign business. Examples of 

this are FCI’s two-factor-system or WOA’s 

Xchange platform. With both solutions, all par-

ticipants submit to common rules and thus en-

able smooth settlement.  

Overall, there is a lack of sufficient regulatory 

and legal harmonisation – both within and out-

side the EU. This would greatly facilitate the 

possibilities of international business. 

For more information:

www.bwb-law.de

4. Christian Faber (BWB): Cross-border factoring

Christian Faber´s

lecture as video 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=be237YjJ1dM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=be237YjJ1dM


PSD2 is a regulation of payment services and 

payment service providers. The aim of this di-

rective is to increase Europe-wide competition 

and participation in the payment industry also 

by non-banks. By harmonising consumer pro-

tection and rights and obligations for payment 

service providers and users, the aim is to 

create a level playing field. 

For transactions or a purchase over the inter-

net, one’s own bank usually has to be involved 

for the payment process. Through PSD2, there 

are now a whole range of companies on the 

market that offer this service, i.e. payment ini-

tiation. That means we work with a company 

that handles the entire process between the 

merchant, the bank and the customer. What 

opportunities does this create for factoring? 

One example would be the recording and fore-

casting of cash flow for SMEs. With the help of 

AI, you could predict what the cash flow might 

look like in the coming months. This would be 

an opportunity for both SMEs and factor banks, 

as the processing effort could be reduced.

It could also be used in the area of creditwor-

thiness and rating of debtors: If we were to get 

real-time data from debtors via the PSD2 direc-

tive, then it would be possible to make better 

offers and possibly do without certain external 

creditworthiness and ratings. 

We at efcom are constantly thinking about how 

we can use new technologies to increase secu-

rity, convenience, and success for your busi-

ness. 

For more information:

www.efcom.de/en

5. Federico Avellán Borgmeyer (efcom): PSD2 and factoring

Federico Avellán Borgmeyer´s

lecture as video
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tCG5Cv5Wvb8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tCG5Cv5Wvb8


According to a 2014 European Directive, all 

European countries will be required to ensure 

that a centrally defined CEN data format is re-

ceived by all authorities. Unfortunately, the 

reality in most EU countries is different: There 

are numerous implementation variants and 

statuses. 

Things do not look any better in Germany: All 

federal states have enforced the EU law in their 

own form. Accordingly, there are 16 transposi-

tion derivatives. Nevertheless, there is one pos-

itive effect: the administration is proving to be 

a catalyst for digitalisation. 

Looking at the issue from the perspective of a 

digital VAT reporting system in Europe, there is 

one main motivation for pushing this issue fur-

ther: There is a VAT shortfall of about 164 bil-

lion euros in Europe (2020). In Germany it is 

about 22 billion euros.

Which models exist or which are currently 

being discussed? One is the clearance model, 

which has been implemented in Italy. The idea 

is that every invoice goes through a state plat-

form. Another model, which has been imple-

mented in Hungary, is the tax reporting model. 

There, it is the case that I have to transmit a 

data set to the authority parallel to my invoice. 

What are the future challenges for entrepre-

neurs? On the one hand, the speed of digitalisa-

tion has accelerated significantly. On the other 

hand, a large part of the processes in organisa-

tions is driven by documents. Here we can ob-

serve enormous potential for optimising au-

tomation simply by switching to structured 

data. In addition, the complexity of legal, pro-

fessional, and technical requirements for com-

panies will grow significantly in the future. 

For more information:

www.b4value.net

6. Harald Ross (b4value.net): eInvoicing

Harald Ross`

lecture as video
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https://youtu.be/PE_4or8IOAU
https://youtu.be/PE_4or8IOAU


We explore the potential of new technologies 

that can have an impact on our society, but also 

on banking and financial services. Among other 

things, we deal with quantum computing. What 

is so special about quantum computers? 

Especially the phenomena found in quantum 

mechanics, such as superposition and quantum 

entanglement, enable enormous computing 

power that far exceeds that of classical comput-

ers. How can we use the principles and tech-

nologies for us? 

We have examined this using a securitisation, 

an asset backed security transaction, as an ex-

ample. There are hundreds of thousands of 

claims and many criteria that have to be met. 

So it is a combinatorial optimisation problem. 

As a result, the actual calculation took only a 

fraction of what we needed compared to the 

productive system. In the classical system, 

adding demands and/or criteria leads to an ex-

ponential increase in computing time. With 

quantum computers it is different: if enough 

stable qubits are available, we can stay with the 

same computing time! 

The potential for factoring: for example, in the 

purchase optimisation of invoices. Here, we are 

dealing with a highly complex process that can 

be significantly accelerated. The advantages: 

optimal liquidity management, higher earnings 

and no additional risk. So it makes sense as a 

company to look at this and find out what are 

the processes or possibly new products that can 

arise on the basis of this technology. 

For more information:

www.main-incubator.com

7. A. Danciu, J. Jeschner (Main Incubator): Quantum computing

Augustin Danciu`s and Jens Jeschner´s

lecture as video
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https://youtu.be/-fXi5-jSQeU
https://youtu.be/-fXi5-jSQeU
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Participants: which industries? 

Banks

Non-bank Financial
Institutions

Software

Consulting

Associations

Law

Other
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Participants: which functions?

Business Owner,
Managing Director

Department Head

Industry Expert



More information?

Please contact us.

If you are interested in further information about this event or about efcom gmbh: 

Please contact us via e-mail at f.avellan-borgmeyer@efcom.de

Thank you very much!

efcom Factoring Symposium 2021

Where you can find us:

http://www.linkedin.com/company/2752681
https://twitter.com/EfcomG
https://www.xing.com/pages/efcomgmbh
http://www.efcom.de/en

